New Technology in Equine Pain Management
**What Is AcuLife?**

AcuLife is a pain-relief technology designed for horses that includes a WHITE patch, a TAN patch and a bead. The WHITE patch has a positive signal while the TAN patch has a negative signal. Just like with humans, the right side of your horse’s body is positive while the left side is negative.

When applying the patches on your horse, simply take a bead and place it on the adhesive side of a WHITE patch and put it on the RIGHT side of your horse on a specific location stated in the AcuLife Instructions for Use. Repeat this procedure with a bead and a TAN patch, but place it on the LEFT side of your horse at the same location you placed the WHITE.

With horses, it’s important to know that bad behavior is not always a mind issue; the majority of the time it is caused by PAIN. AcuLife is an incredible new technology designed to provide natural pain relief and improve the overall quality of life for your horse.
Advantages of using AcuLife:

- Safe and natural pain relief
- Fast results
- Reduces inflammation
- Can be used for whole body or localized pain
- Very affordable on a cost-to-use basis versus other methods of pain management
- Convenient and easy to use

How Does AcuLife Work?

Your horse’s body has pressure points just like humans. LifeWave’s new technology gently stimulates points on the skin to improve the body’s energy flow for natural relief of aches and pains.

No drugs, stimulants, magnets, or needles are used or enter the body.
Winners Use AcuLife

Trevor Brazile

Trevor is the only cowboy to qualify for the National Finals Rodeo (NFR) in four events in the same year. He is also the first cowboy in PRCA history to earn $3,000,000 and $4,000,000 in career earnings.

- 17x PRCA World Champion
- 10x PRCA All-Around World Champion
- 2x Triple Crown winner
- Endorses and uses AcuLife patches on all of his horses

"In the summer of 2012, my wife started using the AcuLife patches on her barrel horses. After seeing the overall improvement in her horses, I now use and endorse AcuLife patches in my program, and I recommend them for horses in any event."

AcuLife has helped horses win rodeo and barrel race events everywhere, resulting in large sums of money won!
Kaley Bass Wins over $69,000 during the 2012 NFR using AcuLife on her horse. Kaley won the 4th go and finished in the money five out of ten runs.

Bareback rider, Steven Peebles, wins the 9th go and Performance Buckle using IceWave patches to alleviate pain in his hip.

Legends RE & Martha Josey endorse and use AcuLife patches on every horse that goes to The Josey Ranch.

“I see the improvement in every horse once the patches are applied. These patches will get you to the pay window more often.”

Joe Beaver, 8-Time World Champion, 13x WNFR Qualifier and WNFR television broadcast announcer, uses and endorses AcuLife patches for horses.

“I have seen amazing results from these patches in and out of the arena, and they REALLY work!”

8x World Champion, Roy Cooper, endorses and uses AcuLife patches on all of his horses.

“I like having a drug-free tool in my tool box to keep my horses and clients’ horses pain-free and running their best. ACULIFE is easy to use and WORKS FAST!”

Kaley Bass Wins over $69,000 during the 2012 NFR using AcuLife on her horse. Kaley won the 4th go and finished in the money five out of ten runs.
How To Check For Pain

It’s important to reference the AcuLife IFU to help you find the locations where your horse may be experiencing pain. In the IFU, you’ll see five recommended patch placements. To check for pain, start by locating patch placement #1 on your horse and then gently apply about five pounds of pressure. If your horse bunches up, its knees buckle or your horse starts stepping away from you, that is a good location for a set of patches. Continue this process through all five recommended placements and patch accordingly.

BE CAREFUL. It’s never a good idea to stand behind your horse while testing for pain because they may kick at you. Always stand to the side of your horse.

AcuLife Gets Results

Take a look at the actual before and after pictures below and notice how the reduction of "hot spots" is clearly evident. This local thermal effect means that excess heat is reduced to an injured area, resulting in reduced pain, reduced soreness, and restoration of range of motion to the specific injured site.

BEFORE ACULIFE:

![Before AcuLife Image]

AFTER ACULIFE:

![After AcuLife Image]
“There is nothing as powerful as personal experience to sell me on a product. The possibility of pain reduction first attracted my attention to the LifeWave products. The patches have remarkable pain relief for horses. I train and provide consultation for problem horses with Tellington TTouch Training on five continents. One of the most valuable uses of these patches has been for the reduction of pain in aging or arthritic animals, particularly when they cannot take any more pain medication. LifeWave plays an important role for health maintenance in the lives of the animals I work with.”

Linda Tellington-Jones
Horsewoman, Author, Creator of TTouch and LifeWave Distributor

Used by Doctors of Veterinary Medicine & Doctors of Chiropractic:

Lauren DeRock, DVM
Kirk & Courtney Shumpert, DVM
David Wolfe, DVM
Sabrina Williams, DC

LifeWave has verified the effectiveness of the AcuLife patches by conducting studies led by licensed veterinarians. Go to www.lifewave.com and click on “research” to learn more about these clinical studies.
Contact the representative who gave you this brochure. Also, look for a live training event happening near you. Our AcuLife team travels around the globe and trains people on how to properly patch their horses.

For more information on LifeWave®, please contact: